STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

I am Student Name and have completed my Bachelor’s of Commerce in 2018 with 5.48 CGPA.
Since early days I always wanted to pursue my higher studies in international university so having
the opportunity to fulfil my dreams see my future secure and bright I have decided to complete my
further studies from international university.

WHY UK?
The capabilities offered by UK organizations are globally perceived, so any place I work, my insight
and experience will be esteemed which I will pick up from UK. There is number of acceptable
colleges in UK who gives various sorts of courses to worldwide understudies with state-of-the-art
innovation and methods. As a global understudy, I can work with study; this can assist me with
increasing both additional funds to help my investigations and important work understanding. After
culmination obviously there is an immense bit of leeway for me as I will have openings for work in
the UK as well as wherever on the planet, since UK trainings degrees are overall perceived
everywhere on over the world .These are the valuable substance which will assist me with
facilitating to execute my arrangements likewise. The least complex groups are framed of person
who share high proficiencies in their individual abilities as against to individuals that share a
proportionate culture or shading. UK is the ideal spot to pick up such an introduction since it draws
in understudies from everywhere the world. Also, the reasonable methodology of study will give me
more introductions to ongoing workplace. I'm very sure that this neighbourly pragmatic
methodology of study, which is more objective arranged, will assist me with standing apart of the
group, lighting up my profession openings in top association on re-visitation of my nation of origin.

WHY OXFORD BROOKS UNIVERSITY?
There are numerous purposes for choosing Oxford Brookes University. Initially, I pick this college on
the grounds that being in the top faction of best colleges on the planet the organization represents
the profoundly eminent UK training framework additionally OBU got first position for research and
second for instructing. I can take focal points of top notch showing strategy with new
methodologies. Furthermore, the tremendous scopes of pleasantries are offered, the exceptionally
experienced personnel and the nearness in London pulled in me towards this college as OBU isn't a
long way from London. Besides, this college is one of the main instructive foundations in UK where
the school personnel is inventive with having profundity information, helping their understudies in
every single piece of study and furthermore gives ideal direction for making a future splendid.
Alongside that, I additionally get the opportunity to increase worldwide experience and the abilities
and properties which are required in this serious world to contrast others and to turn out to be
internationally employable.

WHY MSC FINANCE?
MSc Finance program offsets specialized information with commonsense abilities. I will be instructed
in little intelligent gatherings by specialists from the money business just as driving analysts and
Understand how business choices are produced using a monetary viewpoint. I will likewise procure
hypothetical information on the components of organization esteem including how monetary

choices add to meeting a partnership's goals. By having reasonable centre, the module adds to my
comprehension of how budgetary choices are taken by organizations. I will create basic enquiry
aptitudes and a firm establishing by and by. Also, gain certainty so you can take on graduate
positions in driving associations. College training staff are scientists as well as from an industry
foundation. They have inside and out commonsense experience of business and the executives
issues.

CONCLUSION:
I accept that on the off chance that I need to pick up top to bottom information, it ought to be from
the best University and this builds up the genuine inspiration driving my application. Subsequently I
set forth this application with the information that I am applying to one of the main college in this
field. With a solid conviction in my insight and capacity, I plan to not just become an aspect of your
energizing scholarly condition yet additionally make a critical commitment to the Masters in Finance.

